Ryder on
Curtis!

Dr Terry Malbett reports on an unprecedented potential threat to your course

Your chance to enjoy a once-in-a-lifetime trip to San Diego

We speak to Curtis Tyrrell, Head Greenkeeper at Medinah Country Club, as he gears up to host the Ryder Cup

Steve Castle visits the new BIGGA chairman Tony Smith to hear his views and hopes for the future

Dr Terry Malbett looks at turf diseases and discovers it’s all in the timing

We look at the secrets behind the success of Matt Le Brun, Head Greenkeeper at Ransomes Jacobsen’s three-hole course

Focus on Andy Wood of Robin Hood Golf Club, Birmingham, and how he’s dealt with this key issue

The evolution in brushcutter design

A preview to the BIGGA show, with Continue to learn listings.
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Ryder Cup

Hood Golf Club, Birmingham, and Jacobsen’s three-hole course

We rebuild all the greens in late summer, but it’s been a difficult job

On that morning, the first tee

We then re-grassed all the fairways

These changes were mainly for the Ryder Cup

The magazine every month has

I’m a BIGGA member because I

I didn’t think my career would

I've learned so much from the

The all-important third course has

• Medinah has a significant fleet of equipment

Bent of 007 and SR1119 and the tees are also a sand

Based construction with a USGA rootzone, also 100%

High Poa annua have suffered. Okay, although some

We're closing this course a month

We're noticing some areas are being returfed.

Before the tournament for deep
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